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A study was made to determine the current status of selected administrative

areas of student teaching programs in Massachusetts and cooperative student
teaching programs throughout the nation, the desirability of establishing cooperative
programs in Massachusetts, and the organization and impelementation of these
programs. Specific administrative areas investigated included the selection of
cooperating school systems, the appointment of personnel, the nature of the student
teaching experience, the remuneration made by the colleges, the types of orientation
programs, the use of nonpublic schools, and the use of supervisory and evaluation
practices. The responses to questionnaires of the participants (including all
Massachusetts superintendents of elementary schools, all Massachusetts directors of
elementary student teaching programs, and directors of cooperative student teaching
programs throughout the nation) were gathered and compared, revealing that the
profession in Massachusetts is dissatisfied with the current status of student
teaching programs and is . willing to implement change. (Only 10 percent of the
colleges in Massachusetts have cooperative student teaching programs similar to
those elsewhere, and over 90 percent of the profession desire .them.)
(Recommendations and a model for.implementation are included.) (SM)
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Today, more than ever before, educators across the nation are calling for
school systems and colleges to recognize their joint responsibility to the
profession, and to enter Into cooperative student teaching programs--that
is--programs that are jointly planned, administered and evaluated. Public
school personnel claim they should play a major role in the preparation of
teachers, and that the administrative arrangements presently governing most
student teaching programs are not desirable to either public school or
college personnel.

The purposes of this study were:

1. to determine the current status and proposed practices concerning
selected administrative aspects of student teaching programs in
Massachusetts;

2. to determine the current status concerning these same adminis-
trative areas of colleges at the national level which already
have cooperatively developed programs;

3. to determine if there were any similarities and/or differences
in 1 and 2;

4. to determine the current degree of cooperative student teaching
programs in Massachusetts;

to determine the desirability of establishing cooperative student
teaching programs in Massachusetts, and also the willingness of
public school and college personnel to meet to implement these
programs;

6. to gather suggestions on how to organize and implement cooperative
programs, and to provide examples of programs already developed.

The specific administrative areas investigated were:

1. the selection of cooperating school systems;

2. the appointment of cooperating teachers in terms of procedure
and qualifications;

3. the appointment of college supervisors in terms of qualifications.

4. the nature of the student teaching experience in terms of length,
level, credit hours, year, level(s), and'ratio of teaching to
observation;

5. the remuneration made by colleges;
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the types of orientation programs provided for cooperating
teachers and student teachers;

the use of non-public schools by colleges for student teaching
stations;

the supervisory and evaluation practices in terms of the number
of student teachers assigned to cooperating teachers and college
supervisors at one time, the nuMber of Observations made by the
college supervisor, and the responsibility 'for the evaluation
of student teachers.

The-participants contacted in the study were: 1. all (235) superinten-
dents of schools in Massachusetts (MSS) having elementary school children
under their guidance; 2. all (29) direetors of student teaching in Massa-
chusetts preparing elementary teachers (MDST); and 3. (97) directors of
student teaching (NDST) in thirty-six states. The names of the colleges
at the national level were selected since they had indieated in a study
conducted by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
(AACTE) that their administrative arrangements governing student teaching
are either in whole or in part developed cooperatively by college and
public school personnel. Three different questionnaires were developed to
include questions of a specific nature tor each group. The percentage of
returns for the groups were: MSS - 80%; MDST - 90; NDST - 95%.

The study revealed that:

1. the current practices in Massachusetts concerning most adminis-
trative aspects of student teaching program6 are quite variable--
BUT--the proposed practices of the MSS and MDST are quite similar
and they differ markedly from the current status;

the proposed practices of the MaS and MDST are quite similar to
the current status of colleges at the national level which
presently have cooperatively developed student teaching programs;

only 10 percent of t'he colleges in Massachusetts presently have
cooperative student teaching programs -ABUT-over 90 percent of
the MSS and MDST not only desire, but are willing to meet to im-
plement sound cooperative student teaching programs.

The significant point of this study is that the profession in Massachusetts
(college and public school perdonnel) is dissatisfied with the current stat
of teacher education, and is desirous and willing to cooperatively implemen
change. .
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It can be concluded from the available literature that there

has been a shift during the pant thirty years from use of the col*

lege campus training school to use of public school facilities for

student teaching. Today, more than ever before, edueators across

the nation are calling for school systems and colleges to recognise

their joint respm4sibility to the profession, and to enter into co*

operative student teaching programs wsk, that is 05 programs that ere

jointly planned, administered and evaluated. Public school wimps

nel claim they should play a major role in the preparation of teach*

era, and that the administrative arrangements presently governing most

student teaching programs are not dsirable to either public school

or college personnel.

The most important phase of teacher preparation is the student

teaching experience. Unfortunately, the improvement of this phase

is restricted by the uncoordinated administrative arrangements and

policies and the lack of cooperation between public uohools and

colleges, Therefore, if we ever expect to provide the best possible

teaching experience, we must first develop and implement the best

possible administrative arrangements and practices between colleges

and school personnel,

The ultimate objective of this study was to provide the

interested associations and departments in Massachusetts with data
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directed at overcoming these obstacles deterent to the full develops

ment of the student teaching experience. The purposes of thie

study were:

1. to determine the current status and proposed practices

concerning selected administrative aspects of student

teaching programs in Massachusetts;

2. to determine the current status concerning these same

administrative areas of colleges at the national level

Which already have cooperatively developed programs;

3. to determine if there were any similarities and/or

differences tn 1 sad 2;

to determine the current degree of cooperative student

teaching programs in Massachusetts

5, to determine the desirability of establishing cooperative

student teaching programs in Massachusetts, and also

the willingness of public school and college personnel

to meet to implement these progrsms;

6. to gather suggestions on how to organize and implement

cooperative programs, and to provide examples of

programs already developed.

The specific administrative areas investigated were;

1. the selection of cooperating school systems;

2. the appointment of cooperating teachers in terms of

procedure and qualifications;
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the appointment of college supervisors interns of

qualifications;

4, the nature of the student teaching experience in terms

of length, level, credit hours, year, levol(s), and

ratio of teaching to observation;

the remuneration made by colleges

the types of orientation programs provided for cooperating

teachers and student teachers;

the use of non-public schools by colleges for student

teaching stations;

the supervisory and evaluation practices in terms of the

number of student teachers assigned to cooperating teach.

ors and college supervisors at one time, the number

of observations made by the college supervisor, and the

responsibility for the evaluation of student teachers*

Procedure

The participants contacted in the study were: 10 all (235)

superintendents of schools in Massachusetts (MSS) having elementary

school children under their guidance; 2. all (39) directors of

student teaching in Massachusetts preparing elementary teachers

(MDST); and 3. (97) directors of student teaching (NDST) In thirty.

six states, The names of the colleges at the national level were

selected since they had indicated in a study conducted by the Amer-

ican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) that their

administrative arrangements governing student teaching are either
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in whole or in part developed cooperatively by college and public

school personnel.

Three different questionnaires were developed to include

questions of a specific nature for each group* The MDST_were given

two part questions concerning these administrative areas. They were

asked first for their current practice or operating policy and secs'

ond, what they preferred, or in other words to develop a proposed

pattern. The MSS were asked one part questions concerning these

same areas* They were asked what they preferred, or how tbay felt

it should be* Since the NDST supposedly already had developed

cooperative programs, they were asked only for the current status

concerning these same administrative areas. This procedure allowed

the following comparisons to be made:

1. to determine if the MDST are satisfied with their own

programs by comparing their current practices with

their proposed practices;

2. to determine whether the proposed practices of the MSS

are in lint with either the current or proposed prac .

tices of the MDST:

3. to determine whether the current practices of colleges

at the national level (NDST) which have cooperatively

developed programs in whole or in part are in line with

the current and proposed practices of the MDST and/or

the proposed practices of the MSS.

rillbattSIZA-at,A1-01
The part of the study concerning Massachusetts student

teaching programs is delimited to:
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Off..eampus elementary student teaching programa in

Massachusetts*

All Directors of Elementary Studnt Teaching In Masse,

achasetts, as identified by the Massephusette State

Department of Education*

3, All Superintendents of Schools in Massachuietts, as

identified by the Massechusetts State Department of

Education*

The following administrative aspects of student teaching

programs;

a* the selection of cooperating school systems;

b* the selectirn of cooperating tesohers;

the nature of the student teaching onerience

An kerns of length, level, and pattern;

the remuneration made by institutions;

ce the types of oriontaticn programa provided for

cooperating tetchers and student teachers;

f* use of student teachers as substitute teachers;

g* use of parochial schools by the colleges for

student teachers;

the supervisory and evaluation practices of

student teachers;

10 cooperative planning, administering, and oval

uation of student teaching programs;

3* the willingness of public school and college

personnel to meet to discuss goals and common

problems in student teaching; and
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k4 unique programs they have used or observed.

The part of the study concerning stildent teaching programs

at the national lovel Is delimited tot

1 The current status at the national level regarding

the organisatical and.administrAive practices

of student tesich4ing programs,

go /to eurrent status at the national level concern-

Ins public schoolo.college relationships,

Re.-11Ativrini
The following terms appear regularly throughout this study.

in order that those terms may be interpreted in c consistent man..

nor, they are defined below:

Immattal refers to all universities and colleges that

have student teaching programs.

Student teachlat is the experience of the college student

tn kiis work in the public school under the direction

of a cooperating teacher,

StudentAttaqta ars the college students actually parti..

cipating In student teaching.

22,11,mt"limayitima are the college representatives respon-

sible for supervising student teachers.

,9.22attutiLltittea_vs are classroomteachers in cooperating

sChool systems who supervise the work of student

teachers assigned to them,

aosemaka.tajWAAtatat are the public school systems

which cooperate with institutions by providing facilift

ties for student teaching;

-
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staltAlteat or laboratory schools are those elementary

schools which ars fully controlled by the oollepm and

are umually located on the college campus.

rtmam.s.LILAstaLatsturag, is the administrative head of

the student teaching program in a college.

lapjutkilulaatofehoolt......1_ is the administrative head of the

cooperating school system.

Results of the Stday

Most of the tables contain a standard form of heading code

to allow more information in a less-congested way to be prfisented

in each table. They are as follows:

Cods Definitl.on

MDST Massachusetts Directors of Student Teaching

MSS Maesachusetts Superintendents of Schools

MIST Directors of Student Teaching at the ffaticnal Level

OP Current Practices (of the grrup)

PP Proposed Practices (or the group)

Per cent (indicates the numbers In the tables are

percentages)

Frequency (indicates the numbers in the tables are

frequencies or the number of times an option has

been chosen)

Number (indicates total number of people in the group)

A few tables will contain codes of a specific nature to that

table, and in each case these will be defined for the reader at

the appropriate place.
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Table 1 is used to show the types of groups in the study, the

number of participants contacted, and the number and percentage of

people within each group that cooperated In the study.

TABLE 1

PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY*

elatammews04****4webribmositswitstftworpOsiONPROMorm.~.~11,0*~

Groups Universe N Study N Responded N

adomp.0100.11..011.11SONNIWOM01101111MNIM

Participation

MSS

MDST

NDST

2$ $

39

97

235

39

97

189

38

92

80

98

95

Code Reminder:
MSS * Massachusetts Superintendents of Schools
MDST Massachusetts Directors of Student Teaching
NDST m Directors of Student Teaching at National Level

m Per cent (numbers In column are percentages)
m Number (total number of people in group)

The first group is the Massaohusetts Superintendents of

Schools having elementary school children under their guidance.

The list of these was obtained from the 1966 Educational Directory

published by the Massachusetts State Department of Education.

This list was updated in November, 1966. The total number or

universe N was 235, and all of these were contacted. The study N

is, therefore, the same as the universe N. The number of partim

cipants, or people answering the questionnaire, was 189 or 80 per

sent of the universe.

The second group is the Massachusetts Directors of Student

Teaching having an elementary student teaching program. The list



was obtained from the Massachusetts State Department of Education,

Division of Certification. The total number or universe N was

thirty-nine, and all of these were contacted. The study N is,

therefore, the same as ihe universe 11 The number of participants,

or people answering the questionnaire, was thirty-eight or 98 per

cent of the universe.

The third group consists of Directors of Student Teaching at

the national level. The list was obtained from the American

Association of Colleges for Teacher Eduoation (AACTE). Theae ool-

leges were listed as having in whole or in part cooperative prow

grams between public schocl and college personnel and were obtained

from a study conducted by AAOTE. The total number or universe a

was ninety-seven, and all of these were contacted. The stuey N

is the same as the universe N. The number of partioipants, or

people responding to the questionnair e. was ninetrotwo or 95 per

cent of tAe universe.

Table 2 deals first with the current practices of :1DST and

NDST and their provisions for systematic planning and evaluation

of teacher education by both college and public school personnel.

At the national level, 53 per cent of the colleges provide this

now, and an additional 24 per cent are in thm process of develops,

ing cooperative progrems in this area. This total of 77 per cent

at the national level is quite different from the 10 per cent of

Massachusetts colleges reporting this as a current operative policy,

The second part of Table 2 reflects the desirability of a

systematic eooparative program of planning and evaluation by mar
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and the MS.S.Sothxgroups art in agreement as 97 per cent of the

MSS and 90 per cent of the MIDST indicated that a cooperative

planning and evaluation policy should be developed.

Part ITT goes biyond the desirability of cooperative prow

grams, as it indicates the willingness of participants to meet

to discuss implementation of such a program. Once again a very

high degree of desirability was expressed by both the MDST (90

per cent) and the MSS (95 per cent).

Table 2 has been presented at the beginning of the study to:

1. reveal the large discrepancy between the trend of cow

operative planning and evaluation program* at the

national level and the eurrent practice in Massachusetts;

reveal the high desirability of such:a program, and the

willingness to participate in its implementation by both

the /MST and the MSS; and

3. develop a mind sot on the preceding points by the reader,

since most of the tables reflect agreement in the prow

posed administrative practices by the MSS and MDST, and

the current practices by the NWT, but these disagree

with current practices in Massachusetts reported by

the MM.

Table 3 illustrative the current and proposed practices rew

garding the selection of cooperating school systemso
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TABLE 2

SYSTEMATIC COOPERATIVE PLANNING AND EVALUATION
OF TEACHER EDUCATION BY PUBLIC SCHOOL

AND COLLEGE PERSONNEL

.Part I
Current Provisions

'IlmoRYM.000mempoesealwell1410.411101*

Group
owolivirsomuN10.01110

NDST

MDST

Provision
eve opmen

Provision Stage
A

53

10

23

90

92

38

Part II

221112LINAJa..5.111..2221E111126211Saala

Group'

MDST

MSS,

re

90

97

0
.... .....,......

oft..~.....maIllolorrommmoimmomilmmoallromr oprommirrosOrmai

10

Willin

3

38

189
rsegrAmoomoopeatrorrolliorewmilio.....emimo

Part III
ne's to Meet to Disou e Im lementation

EI

g
.11fts....*..ralmoWNOftrameillermaill

14DST

MSS

90

95

nw I n

38

1895
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TABLE 3

SELECTION OF COOPERATING SCHOOL SYSTEMS*

Criteria
MDST MDgf-M15-76M----

%
cp

Ci
PP PP

63 84 93

82 11 43

16 14 15

29 68 73 71

a. Quality of staff

b. Proximity

c. Size of system

d. Instructional materials
available

e. Cooperation of community
administrators

flp Home town of student
teacher

N

91

85

25

71 79 89 85

32 5 9

38 38 189

8

92

*Code Reminder:
CP 41, Current Practices (of the group)
PP Proposed Practices (of the group)

Currently, 53 per cent of MDST indicated (option a) quality
ct

of staff as a factor in the selection of cooperating school eye-

teMs, and 84 per cent reported it as a proposed or desirable

practice. The proposed percentage (qt.) by the MDST seems to be

in line with the proposed percentages (93 and 91) reported by

the MSS and NDST.

Proximity (option b) is currently used by 83 per cent of

the MDST, but only 11 per eent considered it as a proposed

factor. About half (43 per cent) of the RSS considered it a

choices,yet 85 per cent of the NDST indicated their use of



proximity as a factor* nn the surface there seems to be a

conflict, but added comments by participants tend to clarify

the discrepancies. At the national level, the directors have

cooperative programs and have been able to form these within

a reasonable distance. Massachusetts directors indicated

their high use of proximity but were not satisfied with cuz-

rent relationships, hence reflecting a very low proposed Ilse

of proximity as a factor. Superintendents were split on this

istua. It appears that proximity for proximity's sake is

highly undesirable. Another reason that caused discrepancies .

was the interpretation of proximity. Does it mean ten miles,

twenty miles, or could thirty miles be considered as within

the definition of proximity?

All groups revealed litt s use or desire to use the

size of the system (option c) in the selection of cooperat-

ing school systems.

The Ilse of instructional materials (option a) as a cur-

rent factor was reported by 29 per cent of the :TST, but 68

per cent indicated their desire to use it. This proposed de*

tire Is in conflict with-Aheir current practice but is in

lin-e with the thinking of the MS (73 per cent) and MIDST (71

per cent).

Cooperation of community administrators (option e)

was considered a desirable faotor by all groups in either

current or proposed practices.

The use of the home town of the student teactler IS
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currently used by 32 per cent of the MST, but only 5 per

cent indicated this to be a desirable practice. This low

proposed use of the home town (5 per cent) is once again tn

line with the proposed use by tha MSS (9 per cent) and the

NDST (8 per cent).

The table, in general, reflects that the quality of

staff (option a), instructional materials available (option d),

cooperation of community administrators (option e), and

4option b) proximity (with reiervations) are the proposed

factors to be used in the selecti(n of cooperating systems.

There is uniformity in the proposed pradtices by the

MSS, MDST and the current practices of the NDST, but these

fire not in line with the current practices in Aassaohusetts.

Table L. is a comparison of the current and proposed

practices used in the selection of cooperating teachers*

Option (a) refers to a list of volunteers, with lit-

tle or any evaluat4on, being sent to the college by school

administrators for assignment as a cooperating teacher by

the college. Although 21 per cent of the 'MST reported this

as a current practice, only 2 per cent indicated this as a

proposed practice, This low desirability was also reflected

by the MSS and NWT, Option (b) is quite similar to option

(a); the only difference is that tiae assignment of student

teachers Id done by 'Vie public school administrator. These

two options (a and b) combined show very little desirability

as a proposed practice by the MDST (4 per cent) and the MSS
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TABLE

SELECTION OF COOPERATING TEACHERS

011100100.111111111111011101.1111101.1101110.1.1.00110.M.01101000101014.1.0.4**

4111111MIIPMPNNI1VailiIOPIMMMIIIIIIIOMPIOIM*MilMMI..WNIMPPWISOPMWOOPPWMMIWMM.NW

Criteria CP

PP

a. List of volunteers sent to 21
the college by school
administrators for assign.*
mint

b* Assignrsnts made by public
school administrators
from list of volunteers

2 2

2 10 9

C. Joint evaluation and 24 79 74 97
assignment

d. Evaluation and assignment 11 5 4 5
by colleges

e. Evaluation and assignment 37 5 7 16
by school administrators

f. Student :1mcher selectsieo 5 2 0 0
college confirms

g. No Comment 0 5 0

38 169 92

(12 per cent), or a current practice by the nST (16 per cent),

yet 66 per cent of the MDST report it as a current practice in

Massachusetts,

Current practices of the NDST (97 per cent) and the prom

posed practices of the MOST (79 per cent) and MSS (74 per cent)

are in agreement, but once again are in conflict with the

current practice reported by the MDST (24 per cent) regarding

option (c), joint tyaluation and assignment.
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The use of option (d), evaluation and assignment by

college only, appears to be in agreement by all three groups

concerning both their current and proposed practices. The

table reveals very little use or desirability to establish

this as a practice in the selection of cooperating teachers.

Evaluation and assignment by the school administrator, option

(e), is currently used by 37 per cent of the MDST, but only

5 per cent desire this as a practice* This low desirability

was also indicated by the MSS (7 per cent) and the 1DST (16

per cent).

Option (g) means that the student teacher requests the

college to assign him to a certain cooperating teacher, and

the college would Ulan approach the superintendent and co

operating teacher for confirmation* This is used very lit-

tle presently and has little or no desirability as a pro-

posed practice by all groups.

The overall table reveals agreement in the proposed

practices of the aST and tne AS8, and the current practices

of the NDST in the use of option (0, joint evaluation and

assignment, as the best approach in the selection of cooper-

ating teachers* Ibis does not, however, reflect the current

trend in 4assachusetts as reported by MDST.

Table 5 shows the proposed practices desired by the

MSS and MDST and the current practices of the vDST regarding

minimum qualifications of cooperating teachers* Additional

comments ere also shown below the table.



TABLE 5

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF COOPERATING TEACHERS

Criteria

sk. No comment

bo Less than 3 years' experience

co 3 or more years' experience

do Superior teacher

eo 5 or more years' experience

fo Master's Degree and 3 years'
experience

MDST MSS NDST
PP PP CP

rele.....emovoirmarty4100.

1 02

7

24 47 24

47 29 57

0 5

13 14 10

g. Master's Degree and 5 or more 7 0 0
years' experience

ho At least 3 years' experience 71 81 89
but no Master's Degree

1. Master's Degree and 3 or more 20 114. 10
years experience

Additional Comments

1. Tenure in system

2. Tenure somewhere; 1 year
in system

3. 3 years' experience; 1 year
in system

4. 2 years ta system

5. State critic teacher
credentS41s

6. Master's Degree desirable

0 0

0 II. 0

15 10

11

9

27 40 145
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OPtions (b). (0). (d). and (e) deal with qualifies-

tions calling for less than a Master's Degree. Very few pee-

ple either propose or use option (b); that is, using comer-
ating teachers with less than three years' experience.

Options (c) and (d) are shown separately and also their com-

bined percentages, since they are quite simi*4.ar. Option (d),

a superior teacher, was selected in place of opticn (c) by

those who did not want to nut any standard on this because

there are times when you might, for example, find a superior

secondwyear teacher. Their choice, therefore, is really

option (c) hut allowing for flexibility. The MDST and NDST
tend to prefer opticn (d) over option (c) and the indi-

cate that option (c) is more desirable. However, the com-

bined percentages of each group display a very close similar-

ity.

Options (e) and (g) were selected by only a small percent-

age of each group. This indicates that establishing a minimum
of five yeers' experience, with or without a Master's Degree,
is neither a proposed nor a current practice.

The three grocps also tend to be in agreemert regard-

ing option (f). A smeller percentage of each group prefers

the Master's Degree and three years experience (f) to options

(c) and (d) combined: MSS, 71 per cent (c and d) to 13 per

cent (f); MPQT, 76 per cent (c and d) to 14 per cent (f);

?MST, 81 per cent (c and d) to 10 per cent (f).

Options (h) and (i) are used to show the combined percent-
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ages of options (b), (o), (e), and (d), at least three years'

experience but a Master's Degree not required, against options

(f) and (g), Aaster's Degree and at least three years' experee

lance required. All three groups tend to prefer option (h)

to option (i). Although there is a discrepancy within option

(h) as to whether the groups prefer option (o) or (d), since

this was an open-end question, the author feels there is more

of a play on words taan a difference.

The additional comments section was added since theae were

made in addition to their comments reported in the table* Options

1, 2, 3, and 4 are quite similar, s.nce they all oall for at

least one year in the town. Although tho percentages are small,

they are worth mentioning sinee R3 per cent of the MDST, 19

per cent of the ASS, and 10 per cent of the MOST tOok time to

write in their desire for at least one year of experience La

the system. option 5 reflects an interesting point; 9 per cent

of the N)ST reported that the state has requirements for co-

operating or critic teachers. Option 6 shows that 27 per cent

of the MDST, 40 per cent of the MSS, and 45 per cent of the NDST,

although stating originally that a Master's Degree was not

essentials added that it was desirable*

The table as a whole indicates that the proposed practices

of the MDST and MSS are in agreement with current practice, of

the NDST. Overall, lt appears that:

1. a Master's Degree is not essential but is desirable;
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at least three years of experience is preferred, but

this should be flexible for an exceptional case.

Table 6 concerns itself with the minimum qualifications

of college supervisors. Options (b), (c), and (d) relate

to the qualifications when a Master's Degree is not required;

and options (e). (f), (g), and (h), the qualifications when

a Master's Degree is required. Options (j) and (k) are a

comparison of options (b). (c). and (d) combined with options

(e), (fl, (g),(h), and (i) combined.

Option (k). Aaster's Degree not required, appears to be

neither used nor a desirable practice by all three groups

(MDST, 11 per cent; MSS, 18 per cent; and UST, 10 per cent).

The use of option (j), Aaster's Degree and at least three

years' experience required, was highly chosen by all three

gro;las (MDST, 85 per cent; MSS, 78 per cent; and NM, 88

per cent),

Within options tj) and ( If), (g), (h). and (i),

there appears to be a big discrepancy, especially bOween

opticns (f) and (g). The author feels the major reason for

this Is that the table reflects a calparison of proposed prow

grams to a current program. The MSS are about even in their

choice of (f) or (h), while the NWT and 'MST reflect a com-

plete reversal in their choices of options (f) and (h). Perw

haps the table would be best reflected by saying that all

three groups agree that ,he minimum qualifications should be

a Master's Degree and three years' teadhing experience with
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TABLE 6

MINIMUM VALIFICATIONs OF r1OLLEGE SUPERVWES

MDS MSS DST
Criteria PP PP PP

a. No comment,

b. Loss than 3 years' experience 0

c. 3 or more years' experience 3

d. Superior teacher 8

. Master's Degree but less than 0
3 years' experience

f. Master's Degree and 3 years 11
expe?ience

gd. Master's Degree and 5 or more 8
years' experience

h. Master's Degree; 3 years' experi- 63
once; experience as an admine.
istrator and/or cooperating
teacher

2

0 0

6

0 0

33 62

12 3

29 21

I. C.A,G.S. or doctoral candidite 3 L. 2
and 3 years' experience

j. At least a Master's Degree and 85 78 88
3 years' experience

k. Master's Degree not required 11 18 10

N. 38 189 92
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expEpience as an administrator and/or cooperating teacher

being desirable.

Table 7 illustrates the current and proposed prac-

tices regarding reimbursement policies to cooperatina teach-

ers and/or school systems.

TA3LE 7

REIMBURSRMENT TO COOPERATTYG TEACHERS
AffD/OR 3tlinnI4

Criteria
MIDST MDS MSS VDST
CP PP PP CP

sto None 11 0 9 8

b. Money honorarium 14 71 66 65

C. Free course voucher 53 11 29 24

d* Book or dinner 8 3 0 2

Consultant services 14 5 41 12

f Inservice course, use of 11 6 45 11
reading or speech
clinics, etc.

24 24 5 27

h* No comment 1 11 0 0

g. Use of colle e library

38 38 189 92

meg..WMNOrWbd.agoOOWMPIWWOWWIWW~T.WWOMOWMMftmdW.

Option (a) indicates that presently 11 per cent of the

colleges in Massachusetts do not provide any type of reim-

bursement to cooperating teachers or systems, but all of

the MDST indicated that some type should be &Sven. The cur-

rent practice at the national level (8 per eent) and the
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proposed practices of the MSS (9 per cent) are also in line

with the MDST in their low desirability of option (a). Gen-

orally, all groups desire or use some plan of reimbursement to

cooperating teachers and/or school systems*

Options (b), (Os and (d) are usually associated with

the types of reimbursement given t o cooperating teachers,

although not exclusively. Approximately 90 per cent of the

participants agreed that some form should be given to tbe

cooperating teacher. Most indicated, for example, in the use

of a free course voucher, option (c)* that the cooperating

teacher would have first refusal* In the event it was

rejected, the participants were split over whether (a) tbe

cooperating teacher could pass it on to someone else, (b) the

school system would have the option to dispose of it* or (e)

it would revert back to the college and go unused. Some of

the typical problems reported by the participants in the use

of course vouchers were the following:

1. Teachers A and B are enrolled in graduate study at
different collfTes and are taking student teachers
from the opposite colleges. In this case they would
like to swap their course vouchers, a ince they have
no use for the one they will receive.

2. Teacher C would like to pass the voucher on to a
friend ence, for several valid reasons, she has no
use for it.

3. Some colleges will not permit the transfer of vouoh-
ere in either case 1 or 2. in case 1, they claim the
tuition costs are not the same, etc., and in case 2
they feel that too often the new recApient is a per-
son who has refused student teachers from the college
and would now be receiving a course voucher anyway.
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Teacher D may be enrolled in a graduate program in a
different college from the one at which he is
entitled to a free course and may not have the oppor-
tunity of swapping the voucher with another teacher
in a mutual situation. In this case, he would prefer
the money so he could enroll in another school for

graduate study.

5. Teacher E is a veteran in Massachusetts and, In the
case of the state college, is entitled to these
courses free of charge with his veteran's status.
Therefor), if he takes student teachers from any of
the state colleges, he has no use for the veuehers.

These are by no means all of the problems but do point out

some which arise when the freeimicourse voucher system is used.

In Massachusetts, 55 per cent of the colleges use the

voucher system (option c) and 14 per cent use option (b), a

cash honorarium; but 71 per cent or the mrm indicated in

their proposed program the desire to use option (b), a cash

honorarium, and only 11 per cent indicated a desire to con-

tinue using the free-voucher system. This high desirability

of option (b) was also reflected in the proposed program of

the mSS (66 per cent). About half of those using and/or pre-

ferring the use of a cash honorarium indicated the amount.

A vast variety of programs were mentioned, reflecting a range

from %5 to MO per student teacher, with most reporting from

$75 to t125 per student teacher. If paid 1)1 the year, the

range was from 4100 to t2000 with a mode of t1000. Mary indi-

cated they were not sure of the amount but agreed that this

was the best approach. Others added tnat the possibility of

uniformity in the type and amount awarded by colleges should

be investigated. Several suggested that the area of state
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and/Or federal support should be explored, with some colleges

at the national level indicating the present use of state

aid. Another form of reimbursement to the cooperating teacher

is mentioned In option (d), the awarding aC a book or a din-

ner. This appears to be neither a current nor a desirable

practice by ell three groups.

Optiens (e), (f), and (g) are usually associated with

reimbursement to the school system. A few indicated this

exclusively, but for the most part this is used or desired in

addition to either options (b). (c)s or (d). When combined,

options (e), Ms and (g) reflect that 49 per cent of the

MDST and 50 per cent of the rnsT currently offer these ser-

vices (option e) and the inservice courses, clinics, etc,

(optior f) but the colleges at both levels disagree with

this and would tend to offer option (g), the use of the col-

cege library.

Overalls the table reflects that:

1. some type cf reimbursement should be made to cooperw

sting teachers andAr school systems;

2. a cash honorerium of some type Is preferred and

shoula be given to the cooperating teacher, although

this is not the current practice in Massachusetts;

In addition to a cash honorarium to the cooperating

teachers about half of the participants agreed that

services should be riven to the school system;
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4. the areas of support, such as state and/or federal

aid and the possibility of uniformity by the colleges

on the amount and/or form of reimbursement, should

be investigated.

Table 8 deals with orientation programs for student teach-

ers provided by the public schools. Part I relates the proposed

practices of the IDST and the current practices of the NDST.

Part II reflects the current practices of public schools in

Massachusetts in the orientation of student teachers*

There la agreement in the proposed and current prac

tiees of the MDST (88 per cent) and the fir/ST (96 per cent)

regarding their high desirability of option (b), orientation

of student teachers by the public schools should be handlcd

the same as for a regular teacher. The refersal of this is

reflected in option (e), indicating that an orientation ix

gram is not necessary. Only 2 per cent of the ;MST indicated

tnis and nobody at the national level felt that orientation

programs for student teachers were not desirable*

Options (a) and (d) were addef; for the mmt part to their

statement indicating optim (b). The author feels that per

haps option (b) would include options (a) and (d) in the

thinking of many people. Option (c) also was an additional

statemtnt but is one that really could not be classified as

a part of option (b). Only a small percentage of the MDST

(12 per cent) avd the NDST (11 per oent) added this comment.
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TABLE 8

ROLE IF PTTBLIC SCHPOL I ORIENTATTOV PR(1GPIIIS
OF STUMT TEACHERS

Part
Role of Public School

Criteria PP CP

Piporrin.nowieMmes..~......PLOaOwIINMO.

Ilse of handbook

Same as a regular teacher

Use of weekly seminars

Visits prior to training

It is not needed

No comment

N

25 27

88 96

12 11

45 65

2 0

15 0

38 92

4011Nim001101111.10.0.1111~~pippoirel.......111 41.1n00/4.1.0.040101111.......060

Part II
Current Provisions for nrientaL12a.EvatEml

Group

MSS

Provision
CP

23

To Provision
CP

67



This low percentage for option (c) does not necessarily mean

it is an undesirable practice; the author feels it can be

accounted for in the following three ways:

10 since this was an open-end question, some people indi-

cated a general comment to fit option CO nnlY;

2* some probably classified seminars or meetIngs,

although maybe not weekly, under option (b); and

3. BOM6 may have considered this very desirable, but

realistically not practical.

Part 1 can be summarized by saying that Directors of

Student Teaching desire an orientation program by the public

schools for student teachers. This qould usually take the

same form as that provided for regular teachers* Part X of

this table, however, reflects a completely different picture*

Presently, only 23 per cent of the public schools in Massa-

chusette provide any oriontati(11 program for student teachers*

Part I of Table 9 refers to the ourrent and proposed

orientation programs for cooperatIng teachers provided by

colleges. The second part c%f this table discloses the cur-

rent provisicns for cooperatIng teachers made by the public

schools.

In Part Y opticn (a) indicates that only a few par-

ticipants either do not provide or feel that such a program

is not necessary, Option (b), a handbrok, appears to be both

a current and a desirable practice for future use: MST, CP,

61 per cent; MST, PP, 66 per cent; m85, PP, 68 per cent; and
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TABLE 9

ORIENTATION PROGRAMS Fril C."`OPq.RATINO TBACHERS

Part I
Prstgrama Provided.M.Iallms

01110samaffibm...00karbolmel***AtrO.
.0o0wrabowam

NDST MDS MSS

Criteria CP PP PP
NDST
CP

/.1

ao None 11 2 1 1

b. Use of handbook 61 66 68 87

co Course in supervision of 8 37 44 54
student teachers

do Workshop for supervisicn 0 31 33 11

of student teachers

eor Orientation meeting held 45 21 22 30

at college for cooperating
teachers andfor adminis.
trators

fo Limited use of option (e) 0 0 0 21

in place of option (d)

g. Role of public school, not 2 0 5
college

N 36 38 189 92

MONSOmilrmsaileplaiNitsslairarsrm..........~orawoar*INaa.
40111Mmie.M.M.0.4.04.0~Mni.1110.40.pilre.0.01101110.1.0.0111116...NPIN

Part 11

2autak.iltsattaJtalAtLiu.114Plic School

Group

rims

Proairiii-7-7475W)
CP

17

CP

........gosmwregmoswarato..**irodasor.

63
wadsorsasvarmr...PtrowtembwiRINNINIIIIWNWORNINONfreinisie
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NDST, CP, 87 per cent.

Options (c) and (d) are shown eeparataly and also

combined, since their meanings are very similar. Option (c)

indicates that 4 course be given in the supervision of stu-

dent teachers, while option (d) indicates that the use of a

workshop with periodic meetings throughout the yearwouid be

enough. Interestingly, about 40 pea* cent of each group added

that this program ia the responsibility of the college, but

involvement of public school administrators and experienced

cooperating teachers in the planning and conducting of it

should help develop it into a superior program for prospec-

tive cooperating teachers. They felt this is the crux of the

program and is too often handled haphazardly. If the student

teaching program is going to run smoothly, channels of come.

munication must be kept open and a good sound cooperative

program developed. Meetings must be held to define the role

of participants, to discuss problems and inrovations, end to

appraise the student teaching program. The use of a course

(option c) or a workshop (option d) .seems to be very desir-

able as proposed practices by the MDST (68 per cent) end the

MSS (77 per cent) and are tn line with current practices at

the national levvl (65 per cent). However, only 8 per cent

of the MrST reported this as a current operative program.

Option (e) refers to an orientation meeting that would

include public school administrators and cooperating teachers

as well as college personnel. This means that the orientation



program would not be a workshop or course but would be

accemplished through one meeting yearly with all concerned

parties, Currently, about half (45 per cent) of the ',TflT

use this practice, but only 21 per cent indicated this as

their choice for future use. This low desirability on the

part of the DST is similar to that expressed by the MSS

(PP, 22 per cent) and the NDST (CP, 10 per cent).

The use of option (f) wns reported by only the /ms'r and

is closely related to options (c), (d), and (e). This means

that, although 65 per cent of the 'MST indicated 'Jsirg either

a workshop or a course approach, 21 per cent (f) of these

Indieated that the course or workshop was desirable and

highly recommended but not required. These colleges usu-

ally indlcated tnat most of tile cooperatIng teachers took it

and that those who had participated were given preference in

the selection of n3w cooperatIng teachers. Some colleges

also indicated a differential In money paid to cooperating

teachers depending on completion of the course or workshop*

Option (g) indicates that all groups, whether cur-

rent or proposed program, feel that it is not the sole respon-,

sibility df the public school to establish orientation pro*

grams for cooperating teachers,

The overall table reflects that:.

1* a handbook for cooperating teachers is highly desires

able;

2* a course or workshop should be required for all new



cooperating teachers;

it is the responsibility of the college to provide

this programs but involvement of school administra-

tors and experienced cooperating teachers is desir-

able; and

4. periodic meetings of public school administrators,

cooperating teachers, and college personnel should

be held throughout the year to discuss problems and

innovations, appraise the program, and keep channels

of communication open.

Table 10 deals with the current role of the public

schools in the orientation of cooperating teachers and stu .

dent teachers. The responses in this table are those made

by the MSS only.

Option (a) indicated that 17 per cent of the public

schools Aassachusetts provide orientation for at least

cooperating teachers, while option (b) indidates that 3 pei?

cent of the schools provide orientationfor cooperating

teachers only. Although only a small percentage of the pub.

lie schools provide orientation for cooperating teachers,

those that do usually provide it for student teachers as

well.

Provisions for orientation programs for student teachers

by the public schools are mode by approximately one.fourth

of the systems as indicated by option (c). Option (d)

elites a similar response to option (b); that is, whsn
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'T-Mtr, 10

.17* PU3tV7 ORTTITATTn!! "91'

Ilf"Tn(1) TFAR3 ;37'

011460malienalellINIPeWMINNIWIIIMIANN*214*. eft~lhallft.40.0/~~.1...overos.01~414

Criteria
msr 3SF,

Provision No Provision
CP rt.?

Off

......4,011181...40~1.41.000.11.60110.011111.11

a. Cooperating teachers 17 83

b. Cooperatinr teachers only 3 97

6. Student teachers 23 77

(I. Student teachers only 6 94

e. Both 14 86

f. Cooperatin4', and/or student 26 71L

teachers

an.~4.494,0.61 Ae...p.w.raorme."*..0.40.101140An.W4MMO,

Provisions are :lede for orientation programa for student

teachers, they are usually made for coopc atinz, tm,cra also.

optim (e) reveals that 14 pPr cent of the school ejetems pro-

vide orientation programs Vor both student and ccoperetIng

teac ere. Only 26 per cent or sixty-one different school eye-

toms provide t;lis for coperating and/or student teactiers as

reflected bp. optIm (f).

The overall picture of the table indicates that cur-.

re tly cmly 1L. per cent of the public schools provifle orien-

tation progrsms for both grPups and only 26 per cent provide

for elther one or the other. The absence of an orientation
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program for student teachers is in conflict with the desire

abllity of one reported in Table 9 by the MDST and the

NDST. The absence of an orientation program for cooperating

teachers apparently is not in conflict, as all throe gruips

indicated in Table 10 that this is the reeponsibility prie

marily of the colleges,

Table 11 illustrates the number of student teachers

assigned a cooperating teacher at any one tIme. All partici.,

pating groups seem to be in agreement thet option (a)$ the

assignmert of only one student teacher to a cooperating

teacher at a time, is rot only the current but also the desire

able pattern: MDST, CP, 92 per cent; MST, PP, 95 per cent;

MSS, PP, 96 per cent; and NDST, CP, 98 per oent.

Additional comments were made by a few frcm each

group. Comment 1 means that a small percentage of the pare

ticipants who had indicated that only one Ptudent teacher

should be assigned to a cooperating teacher added that two

could be assigned in a rare case. Comments 2$ 3, and 4 mean

that a few colleges are or would like to experiment with more

than the one.to-one ratio. A few of the MSS and NDST added

the restriction that a cooperating teacher may work with only

one student teacher in any year, and somm indicated that the

children could be exposed to only one student teacher in a

year.

Table 12 is ..1sed to disclose the number of student

teachers considered to be the equivalent of a fu31-time col*.

lege teaching load. The variability in this table is great,
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TABLE 11

NUMBM N ST UrENT TEA CITERS A MIMED TO
ON") PP;i3A T 7:N4 T MR AT nN T.E411;

Number or
t4DSTMP-ST !MST

Sttident Teaotere "CP PP

a . 1 92 95 96 98

b . 2 5 5 2 2

c* 3 0 0 2 0

d. 6 3 0 0 0

vo. 38 38 189 92

VIIIIMM~1~1110.01011...wOWYNINOMIOn0111~10Imadefonlairalmmir.=wemr.

Additional Comment e

1 . Ra re exception 2 2 5 9 7

2 . Experimenting with 2 2 3 0 1

3. Experimenting with 3 3 3 0 0

4. Experimentl ng with 4 4 0 0 1

S. One per year 0 0 8 6
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TABLE 12

NUMBER OF STUDENT TEACHERS CONSIDERED EOUIVALENT OF
FULL.TIME CnLLEGE TRA/IHTNG LOAD

Mer0.....a...Maran.WINMSPIONIMIMftemierm....womplftwrown.WINOra.01~.,...

MDST MDST NDST
number of Students CP PP CP

...11....~~110Ms.~IMONM11...81~11~.1111.11~1.0.0111011~IMPINL~allat

a. 10 or less

b. 11 - 15

C. 16 - 20

d. 21 - 25

B. 26 is 30

f 31.3 5
go 36

h. Varies

1. No comment

j. 20 or less

k. More than 20

N

6 6 1

5 10 7

10 51 55

27 10 12

13 5 7

6 3 1

3 0 5

3 5 1

27 lo 11

21 67 63

52 23 26

38 38 92

as the range for both groups is from less than 10 to 40 stu-

dent teachers. Although the variability within each greup

is large, there tends to be agreement between the proposed

patterr of the MDST and the current practice of the NDST.

About the same percentage of each group indicated use or a

desire to use each option. About half of each group selected

option (0) as their choice, with the rest spread proportion-

ately over a wide range.
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Options (j) and (d) condense the table into a simple

comparison of twenty or less (option j) or more than twenty

(option k). Tn Massachusetts, only 21 per cent currently

have a policy that uses option (j)* twenty or less student

teachers, to be the equivalent of a full collere teaching load,

However* at the national level 63 per cent of the colleges

currently use option (j) and 67 per cent of the ::',DST indicated

a desire to have a load of twenty or less student teachers

(option j) be the equivalent of a full teaching program.

On the whole* although there is a greet deal of varift

ability, there tends to be aerement between the proposed

practices of the MDST and the currcnt practices of the !MST

that twenty or less student teachers shuld bc considered the

equivalent of a fuil teaching load. Part of the variability

expressed can be probably accounted for in the following two

ways:

1. The use of several buildings in one town, clustering
of student teachers in these buildings* and/Or the
use of a resident coordinator night account for a
higher student teacher load.

2. Even though two colleges might use the same ratio
(e#6*, 2 student teachers = 1 semester hour of teach-
ing), the use of a different number of semester hours
equivalent to a full teaching load (e.gA* 9 versus
15) would cause a discrepancy. When using 9 hours*
the student teacher load would be 18; but using 15
hours* It would increase the student teacher load to
30.

Table 13 concerns itself with the number of contact litours

considered to be a full-time teaching load for a college
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TABLE 13

NUMBER OF CnNTAr!T TrURS CONSTDBRED AS FULL0TIME TEACHING
LoAr F('11. oouraq, ivsiniumoR wirn wo ADmIvInTRATTVE
RESPOYSIBILITIES AND NO SUPE1VISION OF STUDENT

TEACHERS

Hours
mrsT
CP

a. No comment 11

b. Do not know

0. Varies 3

d. 9 11

e, 12 61

f. 15 11

N 38

instructor with no administrative responsibilities and no

supervision of student teachers. The MDST were the only ones

asked this question.

Options (a) and (b) combined indicate that 14 per cent

of the ,4DST either left this question unanswered or indicated

they did not know the answer. Option (c) implies that 3 per

cent responded that the number of hours varitls or there is not

a set policy. Actually, only three patterns appear in this

table:

1. Option d U. per cent - 9 contact hours

2. Option e so 61 per cent so 12 contact hours

3. Option f so 11 per cent - 15 contact hours

It is clear from this table that more colleges in Massachusetts
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consider option (0), twelve contact hours, to be the equiva*

lent of a full teaching load with no other administrative or

supervisory responsibilities,

Part I of Table I4 reveals the current use of non*

public schools by the MDST and the NDST. This section indi

cates almost a complete reversal by the two groups, as approx*

imately two*thirds (63 Per cent) of the MDST use nonpublic

schools, while only onedifourth (25 per cent) of the colleges

at the national level use them*

Part II concerns itself with whether taose responding

"yes" to Part I were doing so out of necessity or desire. It

appears that it is about equal; that is, about as many do it

oat of necessity as desire*

Part III involves the area of increased use of non*

public schools. About 30 per cent of the MDST and 45 per

cent of the NDST feel there will be an increase in the use

of nonpublic schools, but most of these felt it would be

small.

Part IV is a breakdown in the amount of use of both

parochial and private schools. It should be noted that

everyone who answered "yes" to Part I did not give the per*

centage of use of the nonpublic schools, so this is a partial

picture. Except for a few, most of the colleges use the non*

public schools on a very small scale. For example, tan of

the fourteen MDST reporting the use of parochial schools indi*

cated this use was less than 5 per cent. This, of course,
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TABLE 14

PLACEMENT OF STUDENT TEACHERS IN NONPUBLIC mums

Part 1'
Present Placement

111=01...101111.1.......

11011110010.10=0111.
Group %Yes %No

mmemoolaNwayelmagawagmlogagaiali~1.1111MNIMIONIMOmpewNeakebloWar

MDST 63 37

NDST 25 70

0.1=1.10011.4.1111MbalinNIONS1111e1114111011.10.0.

Part IT
Reason for Placement

Group Necessity

MST

NDST

3P

Desire

50

1111611111111101mollelawm11111111111100

No Comment

%.......

15

10

Part III
See Increase in Non ublic School Use

4111.1111111MIMI*1.ftwaliallmrpo.4011141M1knommil=s1O11.....
apoMIsall.mayawwwwinnl111111Mr01111.1NMOINI

Group

1011011wiromomm

Yes No Large Small

MDST

NDST

30

45

70

55

2

6

98

Part Iv
Placement in Private SchoolsPlacement in Parochial Schools

MDST NDST

a, less than 5 13 8
b. 10 0 11
c. 15 2 0
4. 20 0
e. 30
f. 100

MDST NDST

a, less than 5 10
b. 10 0
c. 15
d. 20 0
40. 30 2
f. 100 2

0
0
1

Total 15 20 Total 14



helps to clear up the large discrepancy in Part T. Although,

proportionately, Massachusetts colleges use nonpublic schools

more than colleges at the natimal level, both for the most

part do this on a very limited basis*

Table 15 reflects the year(s) in which studont teach-

ing takes place as reported by the 1PST and W,ST.

TABLE 15

YEAR(S) TN wiricii STUDRIT TEVKI4G TAKYS PLACE

Year(s)
MDST ?MST
CP CP

a* Junior only

b* Junior or senior

c* Junior and senior

d* Junior

ea Senior only

fa Senior or graduate

g* Senior

ha Graduate only

ia Graduate

1011.11.011111~IMMIWiembe~4.00WOMPUI

13

5

18

78

0

96

3

3

38

2

8

11

21

71

6

96

2

92

Currently, 96 per cent of both groups reported the use

of the senior year either exclusively or in part, with 78

per cent cf the nST and 71 per cent of the NDST reporting

exclusive use of the senior year (options and g)* The
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table, in general, reveals that colleges use the senior year

much more than either the Junior or gradUate years, either

exclusively or In pert. Most of the colleges that use the

senior year exclusively reported that the pattern Is used to

allow completion of pretraining ccurse requirements. These

requirements were usually set by the college, but a few col-,

loges reported that the requirement was esteblished by tne

state. Most of the colleges using opti(n (b), the Junior tlr

senior year, indicated that an insufficient number of ctoperm

sting teachers caused the pattern. A few more colleges Inas,

Cated that they did not know the reason for their pattern,

while ODOM indicated tradition as the factor.

Table 16 relates the current and proposed practices of

the three groups concerning the length of the student teachg

ing per!od. The patterns that appear in the table; e.g.,

eight weeks, were not the only ones. A variety of programs

was reported, and the author condensed tnese Into the basic

ones reported In the table for ease of interpretaticn.

Part I Is a breakdown of the various lengths and the

percntee of current and desirable use of each. f)ption (g),

ideal, refers to a program that would fit the IndIvIdual

needs or each student, as the length of training would depend

on the progress made by the student teacher. The ranit.e

revealed in Part I is from three to thirtyfttwo weeks, or

ideal (option g), which might be longer than thirtymtwo

weeks for 4vme student teachers.
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TABLE 16

LENGTH OF smolt TEACHING TRAINING PERM,

Part

wal Mg ea" ariersuanrmsnrgrimwrAmilmanimainoir r
Length of Period CP PP PP CP

a. 3 weeks

b. 5 weeks

ao 8 weeks

d. 12 weeks

e. 16 weeks

114, 32 weelte or intern

06 Ideal

No commenth

5 0 0 0

21 3 i 3

0 8 le 32

a 13 1 27

21 52 68 35

O 13 la 3

O 8 0 0

O 3 0 0

Part II

MalaralMWM.M

Length of Period CP PP PP CP

1. 8 wseks or less (a+100) 61 11 19 35

3. 12 weeks or Jove (d+0+ 39 86. 81 65
fft)

38 38 189 92
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Part 11 brings the table into a much clearer perspec-

tive. Option (1), which combines options (a), (0, and (0,

indicates a program of eight or Ises weeks. Option (41), which

combines (00 (e), (f), and (g), indicates a program of twelve

or more weeka. Currently, 61 per cent of the MDST report

using option (i), while only 11 per cent of the MDST and 19

per cent of the MSS indicate the desirability of this plan.

This reflects the trend at the natioral level (35 per cent).

Option (3) reveals that 86 per cent of the MDST, 81 per cent

of the MSS, and 65 per cent of the NDST either use or desire

a program of at least twelve weeks in length; but this is not

the practice in Massachusetts presently (39 'per cent). The

three groups are in agreement about their desirability of

option (Pi but within option (3) there is discrepancy. The

MSS and the MDST tend to prefer option (e), sixteen weeks,

Which is double the current trend in Massachusetts; and the

NDST, although agreeing onthe use of more than eight weeks,

are split over the choice of twelve or sixteen weeks. Some

of this discrepancy can be accounted for in two ways:

1. more colleges at the national level use the trimester

(twelve-week plan) than Massachusetts colleges; hence,

the program would tend to dictate twelve weeks and

not sixteen; and

2. the comparison is being made of a current with a pro.,

posed program.

Table 17 concerns itself with the ratio of teaching
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TABLE 17

RATIO OP TEACHTNG TO OBSERVATIM TIME

eft.

MDST MSS NDST
Ratio PP PP CP

a. Equal

b. 2 - 1

C. 3 40 1

4141, 14.1

of,

f. 1 2

g. 1 - 3

h. Varies

1. No comment

65 68 77

10 10 9

7 T IL

3 Ii. 3

3 3 it

3 0 1

3 0 0

63 70 80

3 8 2

38 189 92

to observation time during the student teaching period. It

is a comparison of the proposed practices of the MDST and the

MSS and the current practices of the Mgr.

The proposed practices of the 4DST (65 per cent) and

the MSS (68 per cent) are In line with t he current practices

of the 11)ST (77 per cent) in the use of option (a), about an

equal amount of teaching and observation. Options (b). (c).

(d). and (e) combined indicate that only 23 per cent of the

MDST and 20 per cent of the NDST currently feel a great deal

more teaching than observation should take place; and this

is ivory similar to the proposed practice of the MSS (24 per



cent)* Options (f) and (g) combined are also in agreement by

all three groups, as only 6 per cent of the Massachusetts col.

lieges desire a great deal more observation than teaching; and

tie low desirability is also reflected in the proposed pracq.

tices of the NISS (0 per cent) and the current practices of

the NDST (1 per cent)* Option (h) was added by a substantial

percentage of each group tc emphasise that their response was

meant to fit most students, but expected deviates to receive

more or less teaching depending upon their rate of growth*

The table as a whole reveals that the proposed prac.,

tices of the MDST and MSS are in line with the current proem

tices of the IDST, that the total training period should

involve about an equal amount of teaching and observation for

most students, allowing flexibility for additional teaching

or observation in individual cases* Additional reaponses

indicated that a typical training period would:

1. consist of mostly observation at the beginning;

2* increase in the amount of teaeling so that by the

halfftwilty point, it is about eqUal;

allow the student teacher eventually to take over

the complete teaching assignment over an extended

period; and

reflect an overall teachingwobservation ratio of

50:50 for most students.

Table 18 illustrates the current and proposed practices

of the participants regarding the portion of time spent at
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TABLE 18

PnRTInN r1P TIME SPENT AT PRIMARY AND/OR
INTERMEDIATE LEvrti(s)*

..mierteseiweimormaremumerwimmiserweeMaMlownsvorairawbowargrotoode.WONMeiriaramp

MP MSS j."6""rrr-baw.T

Portion of Time CP PP PP CP

arromiumsonNOINIMrolommowaVaprialc spowalw.v.wmot
a. All

b. M4.0

c. 2

d. Y44414q,

e. ISO

f. No comment

g* All+

h. 2+

N

25 5 6 14

28 8 23 26

37 61 44 36

7 le 27 34

0 3 0 0

3 5 0 0

53 13 29 30

104, 79 71 70

38 38 189 92

*
Code for Tables 18 and 19:

1. All 4 training takes place completely at one level.

ton 41. training takes place almost completely at one
level, with a few observations at another.

3. 2 06 training la divided evenly over two different
levels*

4. m+n+L 41, about twoftthirds of training Is at one level&
allowing one,mthird of tbs period to be spent
observing and teaching at another.

5. IBC m student teacher decidis whether he will under.
take hle training at one or mere levels.

All+ . combination of 1 and 2.

2+ . (combination or 3 and 4.
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the primary and/Or intermediate level(s). The code presented

at tbm top of the table will be used in Table 19 also.

Options (a), (0, (0), (d), CO, and (f) present a

breakdown of the responses of the participants. It appears

at first that there is not much uniformity in either the cure.

rent or the proposed practices of the groups. However, a

review of the definitions indicates that four of these options

are quite similar in nature, and these are reported in comm

bined form in options (g) and (h). option (g) combines (a)

and (b) since the only difference between these two is that

option (b) allows a few observations at another levelaand

option (a) requires all the training at one level* Option

(0) indicates that the training is split equally over two

levels, and option (d) indicates that twomthirds is completed

at one level and onemthird at the other. Since these are

also close tn nature, they are combined into option (h). Curm

rently, 53 per cent of the MDST indicated till use of option

(g) (all+), but their proposed program indicates that 79 per

cent of them prefer option (h) (24.). The current practices

of the NDST and the proposed practices of the MSS are in line

with the increased desirability of the MDST to use option (h),

teaching experience at more than one level (24').

Generally, the table reflects the use of more than one

level (24) in preferred, and the results of Table 16 indim

Gated preference for a longer student teaching period. The

author, therefore, investigated to see If there le a tendency
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for example, for those preferring a longer training period

also to prefer more than one level. This Is presented in

Table 19.

The table, in general, deals with the comparison of the

lenith of training to the portion of ttme spent at the primary

and/or intermediate level(s). Parts I and II are summaries

of Tables 16 and 18 and are presented here so the reader will

not have to refer back to these tables while interpreting

Part XII.

Part I indicates that 61 per cent of the MDST currently

use eight weeks as the length of the training period; Part 11

indicates that 53 per cent currently use the (sal+) approach.

These are reflected in Part 111 as the MDST currently tend

to use the (eightfoweek) and (all+) approach. Part I reveals

the proposed program of the MDsT is for (12+) weeks, and

Part 11 indicates a shift to the (2+) level program, Botbc

of these are refle cted in Part III as 76 per cent of tbs

MDST prefer (12+) and the (2+) program. Currently, only 30

per cent of the MDST use (12+) and (2+)0 but 76 per cent prefer

this (12+) and (2*). The proposed programs of the MSS (60 per

cent) and the NDST (.57 per cent) tend to agree with the MDST

(76 per cent) in the use of (12+) and (2+) combined.

Generally, the table reveals that:

1. the current practices at the natienal level are in

a agreement with the proposed practices of the MDST
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TABLE 19

COMPARISON OP LENGTH OP TRAINING TO USE OP
ONE OR MORE LEVELS

Part I
Summar of Len th of Trainin Table 16

Length

8 weeks

12+ weeks

MDST MDST MSS NDST
CP PP PP CP

61 11 19 35

81 65

Part II
....11Sumemmettlavel..Sli at Which Trainin Is Done (Table 18

Level CP PP PP CP

All+

2+

53

44

13

79

Part III.
Com arison of Le th and Level a

29 30

71 70
AssiiirMIONOrmaaPinnwrommowlielerl

Length

8 veeki

8 weeks

12+ weeks

12+ weeks

Level
MDST MDST MSS NDST
CP pp PP CP

All+ 14 8 9 22

2+ lk 3 11 13

All+ 9 5 20 6

2+ 30 76 60 57
*1140.10001=1110101111111.111111111100110000111Filmiw
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and MSS that the length of training should be more

than the current practice In Massachusetts of eight

or less weeks;

2. training should take place at more than one level

which is somewhat different from the current plan In

Massachusetts; and

3. roger-lieu of whether it is a current or a proposed

practice, all three groups reflect that when the

training is eight or less weeks, then there is a tango

dency to use one level (all+); and as the training

period increases in length (124), the use of more

than one level (2+) is prevalent.

Table 20 illustrates the number of semestermhour credits

awarded for student teaching by consists in Massachusetts

and at the national level. It reflects a great deal of varim

ability, as the range for both groups is from two to sixteen

credits. Currently, the amount awarded by the MDST is quite

variable, with perhaps a little more preference for approx.*.

imately six credits (option b) than any other. The proposed

number of credits awarded, although still quite variable,

reflects an overall desire to increase the number of credits

awarded, WO more indicating a preference for approximately

twelve hours (option d) than any other amount. At the

national level, there seems to be a tendency to use nine or

twelve hours (options c and d), with a little more use of

nine hours than any other.
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TABLE 20

NUMBER OP SEMESTER HOURS OP CREDIT AWARDED
POR STUDENT TEACHING

Credits CP PP CPexMlawalwwWwass0101ssparot
a* 2 mk

b. 5 * 7

os 8 10

d. 11 wfb 13

es 14 0, 16

r. No comment

g. 7 or less

h. 8 or more

13 3 3

35 23 10

20 18 $ 5

21 41 33

8 13 3.13

0 3 0

48 26 Ur

52 34 Or

38 38 92
Wovi.sw**040.....ww."leftmehr.M.WOmpomildelislo

Option (g) is a combination of options (a) and (b), and

option (h) in a combination of options (0). (4), and (le).

Currently, 48 per eent of the MDST award seven or less credo,.

Its, but 73 per cent indicated their dsire to award more

which Is similar to the current pattern of the NWT (86 per

cent option h).

The table-was designed to indicatdthe number of semester

hours awardd kor student teaching only. Because of the

variability tn.this table and the feet that Table 16 also

revealed variability and a desire to inerease the length of

student teaching, Table 21 was developed to see it the dis4,
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erepancies here could be accounted for by the current and

proposed patterns regarding the length of student teaching.

For example, do those using or requiriftg sixteen weeks tend

to awerd more credit than those using or requiring eight

weeks?

Table 21 is a comparison of ''she !Length of student tenchm

ing (Table 16) and the number of semester hours of credit

awarded for student teaching (Tabl.e 20). Part I* is a summary

of Table 16, and Part II is a comparison of length and credit.

In Part II a comparison is made of the three most coup"

=only used patterns of length (eight, twelve, and sixteen

weeks) to the number of credits awarded for each. It clearly

indicates that the number of credits awarded increases as the

number of weeks increases. For example, the comblnation of

eight weeks and option (13), five to seven credits, is cures

rently used by 35 per cent or the ADM, 9 per cent of the

NDIST, and 8 per cent of the ADST desire it for future use.

When compared to twelve weeks, only 5 per cant of the MDST

considered it a desirable practice; and it is not used curia.

rently in Massachusetts or at the national level. In the

ease of eixteen weeks, 10 per cent of the MDST desire it,

and only 2 per sent of the NDST and 0 per cnt of the MDST

reported it as a current practice. However, when optton (d),

eleven to thirteen credits, is compared to these lengths, the

results are quite different. Only 1 per cent of the NDST and

3 per cent of the MM. report It as a current'practicoond
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TABLE 21

COMPARISON OF CREDITS AWARDED AND LENGTH OF TRAINING

Part I
Summar of Le th o Trainin Table 1

YOMMIONIMIIIIimumilaA11101....mmemi

ND
Length CP PP CP

liwoomerommallieftwommelile

1110 8 or less weeks 61 11 35

b. 12 weeks

c. 16 or more weeks

18 .13 27

21 73 36
wrillikeinim.mruOrmisMOPPlawrorkrooradlim*MosaMoirrwriew

Part II
gswelmn of Cteits Awarded andansth alintaam

Group Practice Length

NDST

NDST

NDST

CP

PP

2444 5-7
re. 9

8440 11443 14446

eft 13 35

8- 3 8 0

cP 8- 2 9 22

10 3

0 0

1 1

/MST CP 12 0 0 13 5 0

MST PP 12 o 5 8 0 0

NDST CP 12 0 0 3 23 1

NDST

NDST

NDST

CP

PP

CP

16+ 0 0 0 13 8

16+ 0 10 10 41 13

16+ 1 2 10 9' 16

ANNINI11011011101111111110011111MOMMIMPVIEW

hi
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none of the MDST Indicated it desirable when used with eight

weeks. When combined with twelve weks, 5 per cent of the

MDST and 23 per cent of the NDST currently use it, and 0 per

lent of the MDST desire it. Currently, 13 per cent of the

MDST, 9 per cent of the NDST, and 41 per cent of the MDST

desire the combination of sixteen weeks and eleven to thlr40

teen credits, In summary, there tends to be an increase to

tte number of semester hours of credit awarded, as the length

of student teaching increases, regardless of whether it is a

proposed or a current practice. This table accounts for the

great amount Of variability in Table 20 eoncerning only the

number of crtzlits awarded,

An interesting factor diselosed by this comparison Is

that the NDST tend to award more credits for ibhe ightmiand

twelve4oweek patterns when compered to the MDST. When the

eightoweek plan is used, MDST tend to award five to seven

credits, and the NDST tend to award eight to tn credits.

The twelvemiweek pattern reveals that t"..e NDST tend to award

eleven to thirtisen credits ind the *IST eight to ten credits,

The MDST tend to award eleven to thirteen credits with the

sixteenftweek pattern, but the NDST are split over the use of

eight to ten, eleven to thirteen, and fourteen to sixteen

credits,

Table 22 Is composed of two parts, Part I Is a breakab

down of the number of observations Of a student teacher made

by the college supervisor during training, Pert II Is a



TABLE 22

OBSERVATIONS AND LENGTH OP TRAINING

Part /
Ember of Observations of Student Teselers.....2110.1z

otie. Spervisors

Observations Op pp pp CP

4. 1603

b* 4-6

c, 70.9

d. 100.12

41. 13-16

f* 3244

60 le 16 13

35 55 35 49

7 28 28 le

O 9 3 13

0 0 13 6

O 0 5 1

VmommueoriseasalMemmorOsennirmirdffins

Part /I
comparison of Number of ObstemplumAg

7EREDIEEEffiiim

Group Practice 1403 44
Obsdrvstions
70,9 1042 13046 32.64

MST ,CP 80.

MDST PP 8.

MSS PP 8-

NDST CP fise

MDST CP 12+

MDST PP 12+

MSS PP 12+

NDST CP 12+

35 19 7 0 0 0

3 3 5 0 0 0

3 7 9 0 0 0

9 12 ILL 0 0 0

25 14 0

15 52 13

13 28 19

4 37

0

9

3

33

0

0

13

6

0

0

1
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Comparison of the number of observ7tions to the length of

training.

In Part presently, 60 per cent of the MDST use option

(a), one to three observations, but only 18 per cent indicate

their desire to continue using only one to three observations.

The proposed practices of the MIXT and the current practices

of the MOST tend to be in agreement that there should be more

than three observations, and they both tend to prefer option

(b), four to six oh000vations, but seen more variable in

their respanses of how much acre. Although the groups are

somewhat similar In their responses, the variability is great

as the nuiber of observations ranges from one to sixtyftfour.

In other words, there Is more variability within than betwen

the groups.

Part 11 wee designed to see if those indicating more

observations were also using a longer training period, and

it is quite obvious that it does. Fbr example, 25 per cent

of the MST indicated the combined plan of sixteen weeks and

one to three observations, and lk per cent the plan of six.

teen weeks and four to six or more observations. The pro.

posed program of the MDOT indicates only 15 per cent desire

the sixteen.week and one to three observation plan, wh3.1e 52

per cent indicated they would use the combined sixteen-week,

four to six observation plan, and 71 per cent the sixteen.
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week and four or more observation approach, The proposed

combinations of the MDST are in line with the MSS and the

NDST, The NDST indicated that only 4 per cent currently use

the combination of sixteen weeks and one to three observations;

35 per cent use sixteen weeks and four to six observations;

while 61 per cent use a plan of sliteen weeks and four or mare

observations. Only 13 per cent of the MSS prefer sixteen

weeks and one to thrJe observations; 2e'per cent indicated

sixteen weeks and four to six observations; and 65 per cent,

the sixteen weeks and four or more observations plan.

The overall table reveals the following:

1. There Is agreement between the proposed praoticea of

the MDST and the MSS and the current practices of

Ifte NDST that the length of training should be

longer than the present trend of eight weeks in Masa.

sachusetts.

The proposed practices of the MDST and the MSS are

similar to those at the national level, calling for

more observations than the current trend in Massa,*

chusetts of from one to three'observations.

.3. There is a trend, regardless of whether It Is a prom

posed or current practice for those requiring eight

or less weeks of training to use fewer observation:,

than those requiring sixteen weeks. This accounts

for much of the dispersion or variability in Part II

of this table,
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Table 23 involves the current and proposed practices

concerning ths responsibility for the evaluation of student

teachers.

TABLE 23

RESPONSIBILITY FOR EVALUATION OP STUDENT TEACHERS

muur mew mSa MDST
Criteria CP PP PP CP

a. College supervisor only 20

b. Director of stUdnt teaching 5

c Cooperating teacher only 0

4. Equal 18

Mostly college supervisor 50

to Mostly cooperating teacher 7

g. No comment 0

38N

3

0

74

11

3

38

1 10

0 0

0

63

21

6

0

92

70

5

20

0

189

Options (a) and (b) ars listed separately but are quite

similar in nature. Option i(s) refers to tbs college super.

visor only marking the student teacher, and option (b) indi.

Oates that the director of student teaching would be the sole

judge, after averaging evaluations of the cooperating tescher

and the college supervisor. Currently, these two options (a

and b) combined indicate that 25 per cent of the MDST use

this approach, but only 8 per cent of the MDST and 1 per cent

of the MSS indicated their desire to use it, This low desir.
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lov'desirability of the MDST and MSS is similar to the cur*

rent trend reported by the RDST (10 per cent). Optian (c)

is the.reverse of option (a) as it means that the sooperating

teacher is the sole judge of the grade. None of the direct.

tore at either level indicated this to be * dsirable or cur*

rent practice, and only 1 per cent of the MSS prefer this

pattern.

Options (0) and (f) are also quite similar in nature.

Option (e) means that the college supervisor would rate the

student teacher but would take the evaluation of the cooper*

sting teacher into consideration. Currently, 50 per cent of

the MDST use option (e), but this does not reflect eitherthe

prt-,posed patterns of the MDST (11 per cent) and the MSS (5

per cent) or the current trend at the natIonal level (21 per

Cent). Option (f) Is the opposite of option (e); that is,

the cooperating teacher has more to say about the final grade

than the college supervisor. This seems to be neither a cur*

rent nor a desirable practice by all three groups: MDST,

CP, 7 per cent; MDST, PP, 3 per cent; MSS, PP, 20 per cent;

and YDST, CP, 6 per cent.

The pattern of equal weight and responsibility of both

the college supervisor and the cooperating teacher is re*

fleeted in option (d). The current practices of the NDST

(63 per cent) and the proposed practices of the MDST (74 per

cent) and the MSS (70 per cent) are quite similar, but are

in contrast with the current practices in Massachusetts.
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Only 18 per cent of the MDST reported currently using a

joint but equal responsibility pattern in the evaluation of

student teachers.

The table generally reflects that:

1. when options (e) and (f) are used, directors tend to

slightly favor more weight for the college supervisor

(option e) and superinteudents more weight for the

cooperating teacher (option 11); and

2. all three groups prefer the use of equal evaluation

(option d), but this is not the current practice in

Massachusetts.

Table 24 is concerned with unique programs or innova*

tions the participants have developed or observed. Only

about 25 per cent of the participants answered this question,

but they revealed some interesting innovations in teaeher

education.

TABLE 24

UNIWE PROGRAMS

b. Resident or Center Coordinator

a. Student Teaching Center

o. Student Teaching Advisory Council

f. State Department of Education Involvement

g. Stets Association Involvement (e.g., AST or TEM

d. Clinical Professor

. Regional Intercollege and School Center



Response (a) usually implies the clustering of stu*

dent teachers in one or more buildings within one school eye--

tm. Sometineis in this type of program, the college and pub*

lie school systems jointly appoint a coordinator (response b)

to implement the smooth operation of the student teaching

center. The student teaching advisory council (response 0)

refers to a highly organised cooperative program. It is usu.*

ally one in which every aspect of the student teaching pro*

gram is cooperatively planned and evaluated by a committee

consisting of both college and public school personnel. The

use of response (d), a clinical professor, usually implies

the use of public school personnel in teaching method courses

or seminars for student teachers. The regional intercollege

and school center approach (response e) means a cooperative

program among several colleges and school systems. Moat of

thbse have been established, first of all, to eliminate the

competition of several colleges in the same area for the so*

called better school system, and, secondly, to standardise

somewhat the student teachlag programs so that school systems

and cooperating teachers are not faced with perhaps five com*

pletely different sets of requirements from five different

colleges. The use of responses (f) and (g), state department

of education or state associations, are similar but yet very

different. Response (f), state department of education

involvement, usually implies the establishment of laws con-

cerning such areas as length of student teaching, credentials
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for cooperating teacners, reimbursement to cooperating teachm

ere, etc. Responae (g) state association involvement, usu..

ally implies that the state professional association (e.g.,

AST) establishes its own minimum or uniform stendards which

will usually prevent the need and, therefore, the stabliahm

sent of state laws governing these areas*

It should be pointed out that most of the participants

used several responses in 'the establishment of their co*

operative programs. Operative examples of the preceding

programs may be found in Appendix D.

The first part of Table 25 is a review of Table 2, Part

I. It indicates that 77 per cent of the colleges at the

national level either provide or are in the process of develm

loping a program of systematic planning and evaluation, but

only 10 per cent of the MDST reported the ourrent use of

such a program. Part II yields a completely different plc*

tura, as 90 per cent of the MDST and 97 per cent of the MSS

xpressed the desirability of this type of program.

Part III deals with the area of anticipated functions

and/or rules of such a program. Generally, the participants

indicated it should result in cooperatively developed ideal

student teaching programs with continuous evaluation. Most

of the responses were of a general nature and wore incor*

porated into the preceding statement* A few of the partici*

pants added examples of specific areas, and these are also

listed in the table. Most of these were defined, and
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SABLE 25

COUNT AND PROPOSED PROVISIONS FOR COOPERATIVE PROGRANSomb
emainrum OP ANTICIPATED FUNCTIONS ANWOR ROLES OF

COOPERATIVE PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Part I
1.10.1.,..ew.st.2102li2i.2salliazugarzoLLI2yAlLom

Dove oPM"--

Group #rovision Provision Stage

NDST

MST

53

10

23

90

92

38
Aoimpg.gmwmmpmfiporospwwloidaerwarOrNroawmmmusowumswmisgmwammrrimr.Nwpmiwou~
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Student teaching centers
Student teaching advisory council

3. Clinical professors
Iti Excellent communinations
5. Joint planning by several colleges and school systems
6. Higher professional standards
I# Sharing of facilities and equipment
5* Increase in the quality and quantity of cooperating
9# Mutual gains through cooperative constructive criticism

10* Better prepared teachers
U. State and/or federal aid
12# Establishment of minimum standards in some areas (e*g*#

length of training)
13. Standardisation of some areas (e.g*, handbook)
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xamples appeer in Table 244

Part 1 of Table 26 is a review of Table 2, Part III.

This goes one step beyond the desirability of a program of

systematic planning and evaluation, since it involves the

willingness to meet to &sauce implementation of a program(s),

Ovmr 90 per cent of both groups stated a willingness to par.

ticipate.

The second part of this table describes the various

suggertions made to initiate action. Options (a) and (b)

indicate that only 9 per cent thought it should be initiated

by either the area or state superintendents' associatic.n.

Option (c) means that 20 per cent felt that it should be

initiated by the state association of directors, and 18 per

cent (option d) indicated that the initiative should be by

the individual colleges. Option (e) appears to be the most

desirablc as 53 per cent of the participants selected it.

This plan would bring together key personnel to lay the

groundwork for implementation of sound cooperailve planning

and evaluation programs.
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TABLE 26

WILLINGNESS TO MEET TO DISCUSS UPLEMENTATIVN OF
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS-frm.SUGGESTED PLANS TO

INITIATE THE MEETING
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Part II

Ls, estion to Acconsa...,,t the Meet!.

Suggestion

a. Initiative should be by Area Superintendents
Associations.

b. Initiative should be by State Superintendents
Associations.

c. Initiative should be by Massachusetts Associ.
ation for Student Teaching.

d. Initiative should be by individual colleges,
not area or state wide.

. Cooperative meeting of key personnel from all
groups to lay the groundwork for cooperative
programs.
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Summary,

The study revealed that!

1. the current practices in Massachusetts concerning

most administrative aspects of student teaching prow

grams are quite variable -- BUT-the proposed practices

of the MSS and MDST are quite similar and they differ

markedly from the current status;

2. the proposed practices of the MSS and MDST are quite

similar to the current status of colleges at the

national level which presently have cooperatively

developed student teaching programs;

3. only 10 percent of the colleges in Massachusetts

presently have cooperative student teaching programs

BUTmover 90 percent of the MSS and MDST not only

desire, but are willing to meet to implement sound

cooperative student teaching programs.

The significant point of this study is that the profession in

Massachusetts (college and public school personnel) is din.

satisfied with the current status of teacher education, and Is

desirous and willing to cooperatively implement change.

The follawing is "model" of what the three groups roc-

commended!

1. The selection of cooperating school systems should
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b based upon:

a. quality-of staff,

b. instructional materials stvallable,

cio cooperation of community administrators, and

d. proximity (with reservations).

29 The selection and assignment of cooperating teachers

hould be accomplished cooperatively by college and publis

school personnel.

3. The minimum qualifications of cooperating teachers

should bet

a. a Master's degree desirable but not essential,

and

b* three years of experience.

4. Tbs minimum qualifications for college supervisors

should bet

a. a Master's degree required, and

b, three years of teaching experience, with experto

once as an administrator and/or cooperating

teacher highly desirable.

5. Reimbursement should be made to eooperating teachers

in the form of a cash honorarium.

6. The orientation of student teachers should be handled

by the public school system and should be consistent with

that provided regular teachers.

7, All nw cooperating teachers should be required to



take part in a workshop or course in the supervision of stus

dent teachers. Tbls orientation program Should be co.

Sponsored by college and public school personnel.

8. A handbook should be developedwhich would specifi.

oally define the roles of all personnel involved in thy

preparation of teachers.

9. The maximum number of student teachers assigned to

a cooperating teacher at one time should be limited to one.

10* The number of student teachers considered to be the

equivalent of a full teaching load is difficult to determine

since in some cases they may all be clusterbd In one build.

ing and in another case spread over eight tains.

11. Colleges should not hesitate to use.nonpublic

schools If they are highly desirable training stations or ir

the student desires this experience*

12. 8 udent teaching should be completed during the

senior year.

13. The minimum length of student teaching should be

sixteen weeks and experience provided at two different levels.

14. Twelve semester hours of credit should be awarded

for student teaching.

15. The ratio of teaching to observation should be equal

for most students, with deviates to receive more or less

teaching depending upon their rate of growth. Programs should

Oonsiat of mostly observation at the beginning, end eventually
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allow the student teacher to take over the complete teaehft

ing assignment over an extended period of time.

16. Each student tea4her should be obsorved a minimum

*f ten times by the college supervisor during training.

170 The final evaluation of the student teacher should

be arrived at cooperatively by the college and public school

personnel involved, each sharing equal weight and responsiw

bility.

18. Since these will be cooperatively developed programs,

the author recommends that the use of student teaching eons,

tors and resident coordinators be seriously considered.

Recommendations

The author recommends that a statewide coordinating or

advisory council be established. The formation of such a

council will serve to illustrate that the profession in Massa*

chusetts is not so complacent that it is willing towait for

new legislation, new certification patterns, or to rely eom.0

pletely on the research findings of others, bat is a profesw

sion very much interested in the preparation of its future

members. The pruposes of this council would be toS

1. study and make recommendations an all aspects of

student teaching;

2. coordinate but not necessarily unify programs;

work in an advisory, not an administrativ, capaeity;



serve as a clearinghouse of information pertaining

to student teaching both at the state and national

levels; and

5. encourage research and help develop the best

designs, as well as eliminate duplication.

The membership of the council should include represent*

atives from the f411owings

1* All member colleges

2. Massachusetts Association for Student Teaching

30 Massachusetts State Department of Education--

Elementary Division

4. Massachusetts State Department of Edueation**

Division of Certification

5* Massaehusetts State Department of Education.-

Division of Research and Statistics

6* Massachusetts Superintendents Association..Subcom*

mittee on Teacher Education

7, Massachusetts Elementary Principals Association..

Subcommittee on Teacher Education

8. Cooperating teachers

Each college should establish a committee consisting

of college personnel and representatives from all their co .

operating school systems. This committee should actively

work together in planning, administering, and evaluating

student teaching programs, and thus make ths preparation of
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teachers a truly cooperative venture. In situations who're

several colleges ars in close proximity, the development of

an inter-regional committee consisting of these colleges and

the cooperating systems should be seriously considered.


